 

    




	Weather Stations 	 Basic Home Weather Stations These weather stations monitor a combination of indoor/outdoor temperature, humidity and barometric pressure.


	 Complete Home Weather Stations These weather stations monitor wind, rain, temperature, humidity and barometric pressure. Some models connect to a computer.


	 Professional Weather Stations These weather stations meet world meteorological standards. Multiple sensors and connectivity options are available.


	 Smart Phone Weather Stations Smart phone weather stations have one or more sensors that communicate via Bluetooth or your network router.


	 Wi-Fi Weather Stations Wi-Fi weather stations communicate via a wireless network. Smartphone and web applications are available.


	 Cellular Weather Stations Our cellular weather stations provide cellular connectivity for remote monitoring.


	 Station Mounting Hardware Multiple mounting options are available for our complete and professional weather stations.


	 Weather Stations On Sale Browse our Sale, Closeout and Special Discount items. You can SAVE even more from our already low prices!



 
	Thermometers 	 Classic Dial Thermometers Our traditional classic dial thermometers are perfect for the home, garden, patio or pool.


	 Classic Tube Thermometers Classic tube thermometers feature a liquid encapsulated in a glass tube that rises and falls with temperature changes.


	 Digital & Wireless Thermometers Digital thermometers are great for basic temperature information. Small, compact, easy-to-read and affordable!


	 Analog Thermometer/Hygrometer Combos Analog thermometers hygrometers give you temperature and humidity at a glance!


	 Web/Alert Thermometers Be alerted instantly if temperature, humidity and precipitation, and severe weather exceed your preset limits.


	 Thermometers On Sale Browse our Sale, Closeout and Special Discount items. You can SAVE even more from our already low prices!



 
	Rain Gauges 	 Digital & Wireless Rain Gauges These rain gauges feature a self-emptying tipping bucket. The accumulated rainfall is displayed on a convenient digital display.


	 Manual Rain Gauges Manual rain gauges feature a tube calibrated to indicate the amount of liquid collected. They are emptied manually.


	 Complete Home Weather Stations These weather stations monitor wind, rain, temperature, humidity and barometric pressure. Some models connect to a computer.


	 Professional Weather Stations These weather stations meet world meteorological standards. Multiple sensors and connectivity options are available.


	 Rain Gauges On Sale Browse our Sale, Closeout and Special Discount items. You can SAVE even more from our already low prices!



 
	Wind Chimes 	 Aluminum Wind Chimes Our huge selection of aluminum wind chimes feature a variety of styles, sounds, lengths and colors.


	 Capiz Shell Wind Chimes Add colorful unique flare to any space. Many include a variety of accents such as stones, mirrors, glass and bamboo.


	 Bells & Windbells These bells are sure to please with their eclectic variety of sound, materials and clever designs.


	 Bamboo Wind Chimes Bamboo chimes produce a mellow, natural sound unlike any other chime. There are many styles to choose from.


	 Bereavement & Sympathy Chimes Unlike perishable gifts such as flowers, wind chimes make an elegant gift that will lift spirits for years to come.


	 Wind Gongs Hand-crafted and toned wind gongs offer a brilliant, authentic resonance of the traditional gong from the Far East.


	 Crystal & Glass Wind Chimes When placed near a light source, these unique chimes sparkle and glimmer, much like a suncatcher.


	 Chime Accessories Browse many of our wind chime accessories which include hooks, hangers and UV protectant spray.


	 Wind Chimes On Sale Browse our Sale, Closeout and Special Discount items. You can SAVE even more from our already low prices!



 
	Clocks 
	Additional Products 	 Parts & Accessories By Brand Enhance your experience with accessories from industry-leading name brands.


	 Anemometers Anemometers measure wind speed. Some also measure direction. They are available in fixed and portable models.


	 Hygrometers Hygrometers measure the humidity or amount of moisture in the air. Digital and analog models available.


	 All Products On Sale Browse our Sale, Closeout and Special Discount items. You can SAVE even more from our already low prices!
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	Shenandoah Melodies
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	Weems & Plath
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Basic Home Weather Stations


These weather stations monitor a combination of indoor/outdoor temperature, humidity and barometric pressure.


	







Complete Home Weather Stations


These weather stations monitor wind, rain, temperature, humidity and barometric pressure. Some models connect to a computer.


	







Professional Weather Stations


These weather stations meet world meteorological standards. Multiple sensors and connectivity options are available.


	







Smart Phone Weather Stations


Smart phone weather stations have one or more sensors that communicate via Bluetooth or your network router.


	







Wi-Fi Weather Stations


Wi-Fi weather stations communicate via a wireless network. Smartphone and web applications are available.


	







Cellular Weather Stations


Our cellular weather stations provide cellular connectivity for remote monitoring.


	







Station Mounting Hardware


Multiple mounting options are available for our complete and professional weather stations.


	







Weather Stations On Sale


Browse our Sale, Closeout and Special Discount items. You can SAVE even more from our already low prices!
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Classic Dial Thermometers


Our traditional classic dial thermometers are perfect for the home, garden, patio or pool.


	







Classic Tube Thermometers


Classic tube thermometers feature a liquid encapsulated in a glass tube that rises and falls with temperature changes.


	







Digital & Wireless Thermometers


Digital thermometers are great for basic temperature information. Small, compact, easy-to-read and affordable!


	







Analog Thermometer/Hygrometer Combos


Analog thermometers hygrometers give you temperature and humidity at a glance!


	







Web/Alert Thermometers


Be alerted instantly if temperature, humidity and precipitation, and severe weather exceed your preset limits.


	







Thermometers On Sale


Browse our Sale, Closeout and Special Discount items. You can SAVE even more from our already low prices!
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Digital & Wireless Rain Gauges


These rain gauges feature a self-emptying tipping bucket. The accumulated rainfall is displayed on a convenient digital display.


	







Manual Rain Gauges


Manual rain gauges feature a tube calibrated to indicate the amount of liquid collected. They are emptied manually.


	







Complete Home Weather Stations


These weather stations monitor wind, rain, temperature, humidity and barometric pressure. Some models connect to a computer.


	







Professional Weather Stations


These weather stations meet world meteorological standards. Multiple sensors and connectivity options are available.


	







Rain Gauges On Sale


Browse our Sale, Closeout and Special Discount items. You can SAVE even more from our already low prices!
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Aluminum Wind Chimes


Our huge selection of aluminum wind chimes feature a variety of styles, sounds, lengths and colors.


	







Capiz Shell Wind Chimes


Add colorful unique flare to any space. Many include a variety of accents such as stones, mirrors, glass and bamboo.


	







Bells & Windbells


These bells are sure to please with their eclectic variety of sound, materials and clever designs.


	







Bamboo Wind Chimes


Bamboo chimes produce a mellow, natural sound unlike any other chime. There are many styles to choose from.


	







Bereavement & Sympathy Chimes


Unlike perishable gifts such as flowers, wind chimes make an elegant gift that will lift spirits for years to come.


	







Wind Gongs


Hand-crafted and toned wind gongs offer a brilliant, authentic resonance of the traditional gong from the Far East.


	







Crystal & Glass Wind Chimes


When placed near a light source, these unique chimes sparkle and glimmer, much like a suncatcher.


	







Chime Accessories


Browse many of our wind chime accessories which include hooks, hangers and UV protectant spray.


	







Wind Chimes On Sale


Browse our Sale, Closeout and Special Discount items. You can SAVE even more from our already low prices!
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Parts & Accessories By Brand


Enhance your experience with accessories from industry-leading name brands.


	







Anemometers


Anemometers measure wind speed. Some also measure direction. They are available in fixed and portable models.


	







Hygrometers


Hygrometers measure the humidity or amount of moisture in the air. Digital and analog models available.


	







All Products On Sale


Browse our Sale, Closeout and Special Discount items. You can SAVE even more from our already low prices!
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Education Center: Weather Stations & Weather Instruments


 Our full line of cabled and wireless weather stations and wireless thermometers provide a wealth of information about the weather just beyond your door. Whether you're looking for something simple or complex, these weather instruments are sure to fit your needs. Home weather stations also make a fantastic gift!

WeatherShack offers a wide array of weather-related products from the world's leading weather equipment manufacturers. We look forward to serving you!

Learn more about weather instruments in the WeatherShack Education Center.




Weather Station Types




Basic Home Weather Stations
Basic weather stations typically monitor a combination of indoor and outdoor temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure.






Complete Home Weather Stations
Complete weather stations monitor wind, rain, temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure.






Professional Weather Stations
These weather stations have the accuracy, durability, and reliability needed for a variety of professional applications. 






Analog Weather Stations
Analog weather stations provide a unique view of our environment�s ever changing weather trends.






Handheld Wind and Weather Meters
All of our handheld weather meters measure wind. Some models include temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure.






Featured Weather Stations

 


La Crosse Technology V42-PRO
 Complete Wireless Wi-Fi Color Weather Station 

 Sale Price: $162.95  
FREE SHIPPING 
 


AcuRite 01528
 AcuRite Iris Complete Wireless Color Weather Station 

 Our Price: $167.95  
FREE SHIPPING 
 


La Crosse Technology 328-10618-INT
 Wireless Wi-Fi Color Weather Station w/ Wind Speed & Rainfall 

 Our Price: $149.95  
FREE SHIPPING 
 


RainWise MKIIIRTI-LR
 Long Range Sensor Array w/ Rain Gauge 

 Our Price: $895.95  
FREE SHIPPING 
 


Why Shop with WeatherShack.com?
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